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Aluminium Prints 

 

Brighten up an ordinary plain wall with one of our aluminium photo prints. These metal prints are durable 
and the aluminium dibond will add a natural brightness to your photos. 

The matt surface gives an artistic and mirror-free image effect. Simply noble and just the right thing for great 
shots. With its light, durable and form-stable material, each photo has a whole new effect. The printing 
process is carried out using a very high-quality 7-color system. 

What is Alu-Dibond? 

 

Alu-Dibond is a fine composite panel made of two thin aluminum layers. A plastic core made of polyethylene 

is interposed between the two layers. The system of two metal layers with plastic core makes the whole 

material very robust and keeps the weight nevertheless low. The aluminum dibond plate is only 3 mm thin, 

no matter how big the picture is. The image is placed on the aluminum dibond plate using a special UV 7-

color printing process.  
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The different printing possibilities on Alu-Dibond 

 

You have two options for printing selected photo on Alu-Dibond as a carrier material: either the aluminum 

dibond print on FujiFilm® Crystal DP II photo paper is applied and the image is then applied to the aluminum 

dibond plate. Or you can print your picture directly on Alu-Dibond. The direct printing is highly-stable and 

robust aluminium product that can even be hung in rooms with lots of moisture or in outdoor areas which 

are shielded from rain. Compare these two options and decide which one best fits your needs. 

 

Alu-Dibond with direct printing 
 Pressure directly on aluminum 

 Fine art optic with matt finish 

 Reflection-free 

 Can be wiped clean 

 Wind and weatherproof for outdoor use 

Alu-Dibond with photopaper 

 Real photo print on aluminum dibond plate 

 Illumination on high quality FujiFilm photo paper 

 Color brilliance and depth of field 

 Fine painting look 

 

Freely selectable format for your Alu Dibond wall picture 

 
For all Alu Dibond images created by the direct printing process, the format is freely selectable within a range 

between at least 60 x 40 cm and a maximum of 150 x 100 cm.  

 

An Alu Dibond with photopaper, on the other hand, depends on the available sizes of the paper and is 

therefore currently available in 2 standard formats (60 x 40 and 75 x 50 cm). 

 

We cut the image to the nearest millimeter, exactly as you specified it in the order form. Perhaps you would 

like a particularly wide format, which should be the entire width above the side table in the corridor? Or a 

particularly high format that must fit exactly between two windows?  

 

For availability of all formats please contact us via e-mail, Facebook or Instagram. 

 

How do you hang your Aluminium Print on the wall? 

There are several ways to hang your Aluminium Print. Choose from the various systems the right 
one for your wall - they are all easy and quick to handle. 
 
• Clamp system without holes: Consists of 4 wall mounts that fix picture to the wall without the 
need to bore holes. This system is visible from the front and provide a wall distance of approx. 2 cm 
 
• Bolted (screw) system: For the suspension with a screw system, your image will receive special 
screws on the edges of the picture. These are drilled through the front of the print and remain visible 
as chrome-plated heads. All you need to do is drill holes in the wall and insert the picture with the 
screws. The distance to the wall in this method is about 20 mm. 

mailto:contact@imprintlumen.com?subject=Available%20products%20and%20printing%20formats
https://www.facebook.com/imprintlumen/
https://www.instagram.com/imprintlumen/
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• Bar (aluminum) suspension system: The suspension system is very common in galleries and gives 
your four walls a gallery charm. With this system, your image seems to float about 10 mm in front of 
the wall, giving it an even nobler look. An aluminum frame is glued to the back of the gallery print. 
Attach a screw to the desired location in your wall and hang the image on it. The continuous 
aluminum rail allows you to move the image to the left or right as desired. This gives you great 
freedom and does not have to measure millimeter-precision. 

 

 

Bar system 

       

            Bolted system                                             Clamp system without holes 

 

 

 

 


